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Since You Didn't Ask: Looking For Plumber - M4M
Looking for Plumber who fixed my Toilet - m4m
Date: 2013-01-17, 7:01AM
Hey... I'm looking for the Plumber who fixed my Toilet
Monday morning at 8:30 -9am this past Monday (June
14th). I thought you were sooooo hot!! You live in
Pflugerville...came in with two items to repair it and only
ended up using one item (you know what it is!)

We chatted some about your profession [and] the number
of years you have been a plumber. Before you left I gave you something.
I thought we clicked ....if you see this and would like to contact me to address some other plumbing
needs (yours and mine) contact me by email or call.
You looked so hot in your jeans.... hoping to hear from you.
• Location: RR
• it's NOT ok to contact this poster with services or other commercial interests
[Craigslist]

As human beings, we all have needs. We need love, we need warmth, we need someone to appreciate what we
contribute to the greater world.
Living in the twenty-first century, we often need someone to fix our cars, do our taxes and ensure that our indoor
plumbing stays in the right spot and does the right thing.
People who solve these real-world needs are often looked at with a sort of golden glow for having the ability to
solve problems. There’s nothing wrong with that.
Here we have the sort of meet cute that launches a romantic comedy! Someone had a real life plumbing
problem. Someone else came over to solve said problem, and did it quickly and with a minimum of extraneous
problems.
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Given the number of plumber jokes—and plumber’s butt jokes—it’s nice to see a little love offered for the
working man.
So if the two of you want to get together and work out the intricacies of valve mechanics, your topics may
include: brass nipples, dielectric unions and nipples, no-hub couplings or maybe even pipe plugs.

Got something to share? Let us know!

tips@austinist.com

If love was in the air during the repair, please don’t be shy! If this was more a bromance than a romance, that’s
okay too, as long as all parties are on the same page.
After all, who wants to let true love -or even a really good bromance--go down the drain?
If you two get together, we want to know what you think of this fan-made video for Weird Al's "Plumbing Song."
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[YouTube]
(FYI: This ad was posted in January and talks about this past Monday, but oddly gives the date as June! This
means that the ad could easily have been placed by someone who was abducted by aliens and has a
time/space distortion issue. Don't say we didn't warn you!)

Use an RSS reader to stay up to date with the latest
news and posts from Austinist.
add austinist

Contact the author of this article or email tips@austinist.com with further questions, comments or tips.
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